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Abstract
The economic performance of Malaysia was affected by a series of financial crises that had induced
macroeconomic instability in the country, which in turn had immensely dampened the nation’s economic growth
rate. No doubt Malaysia needs an indicator to monitor the nation’s economic performance from time to time.
This study attempts to construct such indicator known as Macroeconomic Instability Index (MII). The
constructed MII shows two significant spikes at 1998 and 2008, which correspond to the Asian Financial Crisis
and US Subprime Mortgage respectively, that had resulted in negative growth rate for GDP of Malaysia in 1999
and 2010. Results obtained from further analysis by the ARDL technique show that MII has negative and
significance effects on economic performance. Moreover, MII has predictive power against economic
performance as early as two periods in advance. The constructed MII could serve as end-product for policy
purposes or intermediate-product for other economic and finance studies.
Keywords: macroeconomic instability index, Malaysia, economic performance
1. Introduction
The economic performance of Malaysia was affected by a series of financial crises that had induced macroeconomic
instability in the country, which in turn had immensely dampened the nation’s economic growth rate. For instance,
the negative effect of 1997 Asian Financial Crisis and the 2007 US Subprime Mortgage Crisis (which turned into a
fully-blown Global Financial Crisis in September 2008) caused Malaysian economy to perform poorly. These crises
reduced Malaysia’s exports as well as national aggregate demand. Many businesses failed and the non-performing
loan of commercial banks escalated to 22.4% in November 1998 from 6.5% in 1997, just for an instance. In 1998,
the output of the real economy declined plunging the country into its first recession for many years. During that year,
the ringgit plunged below 4.7 and the KLSE fell below 270 points. Foreign direct investment inflow to Malaysia in
1998 also reduced by 59% compared to 1997. As a result, the country's gross domestic product plunged 6.2% in 1998.
On the other hand, after the Global Financial Crisis, the contraction in manufacturing was steepest in export-oriented
sectors that are facing the full brunt of the collapse in demand in developed markets. Overall, exports fell by -7.5% in
the fourth quarter of 2008 and -20% in the first quarter of 2009. Electronics exports, which was badly affected,
declined by -44.0% in the first quarter and -34.6% in the second quarter of 2009. Moreover, the construction sector
contracted 23.5%, manufacturing shrunk 9% and the agriculture sector 5.9%. The unemployment rate rose from 3.2%
in 2007 to 3.7 % in 2008 (Zainal Abidin and Rasiah, 2009). Stock market in Malaysia also fell from a closing index
of 1445.03 in 2007 to 876.75 in 2008, amounting to fall of 39.3%. Hence, it is obvious that Malaysia needs an
indicator to monitor the nation’s economic performance from time to time. In this conjunction, Macroeconomic
Instability Index (MII) is an important indicator of a country’s economic condition. This study aims to construct MII
for Malaysia and analyses its impact on economic performance.
Macroeconomic instability was ambiguously defined back in those days, however, World Bank (1993)
emphasized that budget deficit, foreign debt and the instability of exchange rates as influential factors in
macroeconomics instability. In addition to this, World Bank (1993) made it clear that the foundation of
macroeconomic stability in one’s country is to have a constant growth rate, moderate or low inflation rate, and
taking control of external debt and currency management. Since then, studies between macroeconomic instability
and growth nexus became widely explored by economists and policymakers to formulate a perfect measurement
for macroeconomic instability index (MII).
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2. Literatu
ure Review
Many econnomists arguedd chronic maccroeconomic innstability can pput a damper tto a sustainablle growth. Prev
vious
literatures have put a loot of effort to eestimate and eexplain macroeeconomic insttability proxiess against economic
growth. Inn the literaturee, there are seeveral potentiaal determinantts of macroecconomic instabbility, for instance,
inflation rrate, budget deeficit, trade deeficit, unemplooyment, exchaange rate, exteernal debt andd interest rate. The
aforementiioned factors create constraaint to the economic growthh. Nonetheless, early studiess for instance Fosu
(1992), G
Ghura and Greennes (1993), and Ramey aand Ramey (11994) attemptted to construuct macroeconomic
instability index using single variable.. Using single index for maccroeconomic iinstability, Fossu (1992) exam
mines
the role oof export instaability in the economic groowth of Africaan countries. The results showed that ex
xport
instability had negativee and significant effects onn Non-Africann LDCs over the 1970-19886 period, but the
negative eeffects are insiggnificant for A
African LDCs and Sub-Sahaaran African L
LDCs. Ghura aand Grennes (1
1993)
use a sam
mple of 33 Afrrican countriess over the perriod of 1972-11987 and show
w that real excchange rate (R
RER)
misalignm
ment constitutess to an adversee effect relatioonship with ecoonomic growthh. On the otheer hand, Ramey
y and
Ramey (19994) reveal thaat macroeconoomic instabilityy as constructeed from inflatiion rate bringss negative effect on
the growthh particularly for
f poor class oof the econom
my. This study eemploys two ssamples of datta which includ
de 92
countries aand 24 OECD countries for a period of 19660-1985 and 1950-1988 resppectively.
Rather thaan using singlle variable to construct MIII, Blance (19998) employs ssome macroecconomic instab
bility
proxies suuch as inflatioon, public defi
ficit and a varriety of publicc expenditure as a share off GDP and market
m
distortion to be includeed in the equaation as regresssors. The study deduces thhat macroeconnomic stability
y and
market libberalization aree prerequisite for economicc growth. Ismiihan, Metin-O
Ozcan and Tannsel (2005) em
mploy
inflation raate, external debt
d
to GNP, change in exchhange rate and public deficitt to GNP ratio that served ass MII
indicators.. The result of the study afffirms that maacroeconomic instability become impedim
ment to the ca
apital
formation as well as groowth accordingg to the experieence of Turkeyy. In addition tto this, a chronnic macroeconomic
instability in Turkey hass a potential to destroy publicc investment pparticularly to iits infrastructuural componen
nt due
to high reccord of budgett deficit, high debt to GNP and high inflaation rate. Sirim
maneetham annd Temple’s (2
2009)
construct M
MII using buddget surplus, innflation, black market premiium, currency overvaluationn and exchange
e rate
distortion to combine as
a an overall iindex and fouund that growtth is strongly associated wiith macroecon
nomic
stability inn a sample of 70
7 developing economies froom 1970-1999..
Another innfluential studdy by Haghighhi, Sameti andd Isfahani (2012) suggests tthat the level of macroecon
nomic
instability index is highly related to thee increase (deccrease) of econnomic growth in the long runn. The employment
of inflationn rate, real excchange rate, buudget deficit aand term-of-traade are combinned and serve as macroeconomic
instability index and estiimated in the yyears from 19774-2008 in casse of Iran. Sim
milarly, Ahangaari and Saki (2
2012)
and Ahanggari, Arman annd Saki (20144) use macroecconomic instabbility index w
with inflation rrate, budget de
eficit,
external debt and free exchange
e
rate tto estimate thee macroeconomic instabilityy in Iran. Morre recently, Ali and
Rehman ((2015) also juustify that thee co-integratioon between m
macroeconomicc instability annd gross dom
mestic
product dooes exist in the case of Pakiistan. It furtheer elaborates thhat macroeconnomic instabiliity has deep ro
ooted
and bring detrimental impact
i
on grooss domestic pproduct in Paakistan. The study incorporrates inflation rate,
ment rate, buddget deficit annd trade deficitt as four sub-iindices of maccroeconomic iinstability inde
ex as
unemploym
regressors in the equatioon. The study ffocuses only onn Pakistan whhich covers from
m 1980 till 20012. Autoregressive
Distributedd Lag (ARDL
L) used to meaasure the co-inntegration amoong the variabbles while Graanger causality
y test
estimates tthe causal relationship amonng the variabless.
3. Data an
nd Methodoloogy
The study implements secondary
s
timee series data annd are mainly retrieved from
m CEIC, Bankk Negara Mala
aysia,
Internationnal Monetary Fund and Woorld Developm
ment Indicator by World Baank spanning ffrom 1984-201
16 to
capture the relationship between macrroeconomic innstability and economic grow
wth in Malayssia. In this sec
ction,
the introduuction of maccroeconomic innstability proxxy is presentedd as macroecoonomic instability index and
d the
constructioon of such inddex followed thhe approach off Haghighi, Saameti and Isfahhani (2012) annd Ali and Reh
hman
(2015). B
Before we prooceeding to m
model estimatiion, formula of instability index for tim
me series datta of
macroeconnomic variablees is illustratedd as below:

(1)
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r
represents
a set of macroecconomic instabbility variabless at time ;

represents actual
a

represents the maaximum and m
minimum valuue of series “ ”
value of “ ” at time ;
andd
respectivelly throughout the period of study. The coomputed valuee of the compoosite index is llimited to zero
o and
one, with zzero representss stability and one representss extreme instaability (Ali andd Rehman, 20115).
To estimatte the impact of
o MII on econnomic performance, a set of cconditioning vvariables, nameely total labor force
(TLF), seccondary schooll enrolment (SS
SSE) and foreiggn direct investment (FDI) arre included in the model and
d it is
specified aas follow:

+

,

(2)

where,
= ggross domesticc product per capita;
= totaal labor force,
= secondary schooll enrolment, annd
= foreign direct inveestment.
iss the
is the constant term,
Meanwhilee,
to
are the coefficients of condittioning variables and
is random
coefficientt of macroeconnomic instabillity index and
m error term. T
The effect of tootal labour forrce is
expected tto be positive because the inncreasing size of the workfoorce is giving an opportunityy to gain economic
expansion and accelerate gross domesstic product inn the statementt of Amir, Khaan and Bilal (22015). Besidess, the
uctive
impact of secondary schhool enrolmentt is expected too be positive bbecause educatted labor forcee can be produ
my (Amir, Khhan and Bilal,, 2015). As foor foreign direect investmentt, the
and thus, bring benefit to the econom
Khor (2000) suuggests that traansfer of imprroved technoloogy from develloped
coefficientt is expected too be positive. K
countries tto developing countries impprove quality oof factor of prroduction and therefore, inccreases exportss and
savings which further sttimulates inveestment and em
mployment for higher econoomic performaance. On the other
ase in
hand, maccroeconomic innstability index is expected to have negattive impact onn the output sinnce the increa
the index vvalue means innstability whicch can harm ecconomic perforrmance and vicce-versa.
4. Result aand Data Anaalysis
Here, MII is constructedd for the case of Malaysia ffrom the folloowing variablees: unemploym
ment, inflation rate,
budget defficit as percenntage of per G
GDP, trade defiicit and exchannge rate depreeciation rate. T
These variable
es are
identified from the liteerature (Haghiighi, Sameti aand Isfahani; 2012; Ali annd Rehman, 22015) as impo
ortant
componennts of MII. Equual weightage iis attached to eeach variable. The constructeed MII is plottted in Figure 1. It is
evident froom Figure 1 thhat over the 19984 – 2016 perriod, MII reachhes its height aat 0.66 in the yyear 1998. The next
highest vaalue is 0.59 whhich is registerred for 2008. N
Note that correesponding to tthese MII peakks are associated to
the Asian F
Financial Crisis and US Subbprime Mortgaage Crisis respeectively, whichh had resulted in negative grrowth
rate for G
GDP of Malayssia in 1999 (--7.40%) and 22010 (-1.50%)). Thus, it mayy be said thatt MII value th
hat is
approachinng 0.60 is alarm
ming.
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Year
Figure 1. Maacroeconomic IInstability Indeex (MII) for M
Malaysia
Source: Auuthors’ calculaation.
Having coonstructed the MII,
M the next ttask is to exam
mine its impactt on economic performance aas proxied by gross
g
domestic pproduct per caapita. For this ppurpose, a set of control varriables as depiccted in Equatioon (2) are inclluded
in this studdy (Ali and Reehman, 2015).. Table 1 proviides a summarry of the descrriptive statisticcs of the depen
ndent
and independent variablles as shown in Equation (2) for a sampple of 1984-20016. Overall, tthe gross dom
mestic
product peer capital (GD
DPPC), total labor force (T
TLF), secondarry school enroolment (SSE) and foreign direct
d
investmennt (FDI) are alll normally disttributed. This iis known from
m the Jarque-Beera test resultss, which are all less
than 0.05 iin probability and
a therefore, the null hypotthesis of normaal distribution cannot be rejeected.
Table 1. D
Descriptive Stattistics
GDPPC
Ca
21840.02
21997.83
35035.04
11485.53
7430.32
1.97
0.37

Mean
Median
Maximum
m
Minimum
m
Std. Dev.
Jarque-Beera
Probabilitty

Notes. a inn US$.
distributedd.

b

TLFb
92294.57
91144.75
146684.00
54431.40
26676.24
2.10
0.35

SSEb
2056.59
2176.86
3037.93
1141.39
590.48
3.03
0.22

FDIIa
4.90E+09
4.00E+09
1.51E+10
1.15E+08
3.96E+09
3.76
0.15

MII
0.45
0.45
0.66
0.15
0.14
2.06
0.36

in thhousand units. Jarque-Bera is a test statisstic for testingg whether the series is norm
mally

Prior to thhe estimation of Equation ((2), it is impoortant to checkk the integratiion order of thhe variables. If all
variables aare integrated of order zero,, which meanss they are statiionary at theirr levels, then thhe equation ca
an be
estimated using the ordinnary least squaares (OLS) tecchnique. Alternnatively, if theey are integrateed of order 1, when
w
they achieeve stationarityy only after dooing first diffeerencing, then OLS could be applied if annd only if they
y are
cointegrateed. However, if the variables are integrrated of mixedd orders of zeero and one, then Autogressive
Distributivve Lag (ARDL
L) technique sshould be appllied. To identiify the integraation order, thiis study adoptts the
Dickey-Fuuller Test with Generalized L
Least Squares D
Detrending (DFGLS) of Ellioot, Rothenbergg, and Stock (1
1996).
DFGLS sttationarity test is essentially a modificationn of the comm
monly applied A
Augmented Diickey-Fuller (A
ADF)
test in whhich the data are detrended beforehand. In this test, thhe null hypothhesis of non-sstationary seriies is
contrastedd with the alternnative hypotheesis of stationaary series. Thee null hypothessis is rejected ffor test statistic
c that
is smaller than the crittical values obbtained from MacKinnon ssimulations. O
Otherwise, the null hypothessis is
maintainedd. The DFGLS
S results are prresented in Tabble 2.
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Table 2 shows that GDPPC, SSE and TLF are not stationary in their levels, as the null hypothesis of stationary
series could not be rejected at 5% significance level. However, their achieved stationarity after taking the first
difference. Thus, it can be concluded that theses variables are integrated of order 1. On the other hand, FDI and
MII are determined to be stationary in their levels. So, they are considered as integrated of order zero. With these
findings, since the variables are integrated with mixed orders of zero and one, ARDL technique rather than OLS
technique is more appropriate to be adopted for the estimation of Equation (2). Thus, the ARDL technique which
is available at EViews 9 is performed and the results obtained are reported in Table 3.
Table 2. Integration Order as Identified by DFGLS Stationarity Test
Variable
GDPPC
SSE
TIF
FDI
MII

Level a
-2.58
-2.16
-1.63
-4.16***
-5.02***

First Difference b
-4.13***
-5.41***
-2.03*
-

Integration Order
1
1
1
0
0

Notes. a The test is estimated with Intercept and Trend. b The test is estimated with Intercept. ** and *** indicate
rejection of the null hypothesis at 5 and 1% significance levels respectively.
Table 3. Estimated ARDL Model
General Information
Dependent Variable: GDPPC
Included observations: 29 after adjustments
Maximum dependent lags: 4 (Automatic selection)
Model selection method: Akaike info criterion (AIC)
Dynamic regressors (4 lags, automatic): SSE TLF FDI MII
Number of models evaluated: 2500
Selected Model: ARDL(4, 4, 4, 4, 2)
HAC standard errors & covariance (Bartlett kernel, Newey-West fixed bandwidth =4.0000)
t-Statistic
Variable
Coefficient
GDPPCt-1
1.29
5.40
GDPPCt-2
-0.98
-3.61
GDPPCt-3
1.12
5.99
-0.62
-4.42
GDPPCt-4
SSE
0.00
-2.08
SSEt-1
0.01
5.24
SSEt-2
0.00
-1.10
SSEt-3
0.00
2.36
SSEt-4
0.00
1.47
TLF
-1.74
-3.97
TLFt-1
1.91
4.22
TLFt-2
-0.07
-0.11
3.25
3.94
TLFt-3
TLFt-4
-5.98
-7.72
FDI
0.00
3.84
0.00
0.20
FDIt-1
FDIt-2
0.00
8.82
FDIt-3
0.00
-1.79
0.00
10.36
FDIt-4
MII
-4490.55
-5.03
MIIt-1
-6096.83
-3.14
-1335.41
-2.23
MIIt-2
Constant
10638.60
10.81
Evaluation Criteria
Statistic
Adjusted R2
0.99
F Test of Overall Significance
1265.09
Jarque-Bera
0.15
Breusch-Godfrey LM Test
4.22
Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
2.65

Probability
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.08
0.00
0.31
0.06
0.19
0.01
0.01
0.92
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.85
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.07
0.00
Probability
0.00
0.93
0.10
0.11

As seen in Table 3, the optimal lags for GDPPC, SSE, TLF, FDI and MII are 4,4,4,4 and 2 respectively. These
lags are selected based on Akaike information criterion. The selected model has passed through a battery of
diagnostic tests on the model’s residuals. Specifically, the residuals are normally distributed by the Jarque-Bera
test, since the probability of the test statistic is 0.00, which is less than conventional significance level, for
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instance 0.10. Besides, the Breusch-Godfrey LM Serial Correlation Test result indicates no serial correlation in
residuals. Meanwhile, the Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey heteroscedasticity Test result shows no heteroscedasticity in
the residuals. The F-statistics reveals the overall significance of the included independent variables and the R2
value indicates that these variables can explained 99% of the variations in the dependent variables, i.e., GDPPC.
Thus, this model has fitted the data excellence well and it is thus suitable for interpretation.
The results as shown in the middle panel of Table 3 indicate that GDPPC is significantly affected by the present
and past values of itself and all the control variables. Moreover, the variable of interest in this study, i.e., MII has
negative effects on GDPPC and the effects are significance at 10% level. In this respect, GDPPC is also
significantly affected by the present (MIIt) and the two past values (MIIt-1, MIIt-2). This means MII has predictive
power against GDPPC as early as two periods ahead. In addition, as the current value of GDPPC is significantly
affected by the two lagged values of MII, this is essentially meaning that GDPPC is Granger caused by MII.
5. Conclusion
The economic performance of Malaysia was affected by a series of financial crises that had induced
macroeconomic instability in the country, which in turn immensely dampened the nation’s economic growth rate.
For instance, the negative effect of 1997 Financial Crisis and the 2008 US Subprime Mortgage Crisis caused
Malaysian economy to perform poorly. Typically, Malaysia gross domestic product experienced an economy
contraction of 7.4% in 1998. Malaysian production growth was exposed to high inflation, excessive budget
deficit and negative trade balance when the economy slumped into recession in 1997. Hence, it is obvious that
Malaysia needs an indicator to monitor the nation’s economic performance from time to time. In this conjunction,
Macroeconomic Instability Index (MII) is an important indicator of a country’s economic condition.
This study is taken up to construct the MII for the case of Malaysia. The variables adopted to construct this index
include unemployment, inflation rate, budget deficit as percentage of per GDP, trade deficit and exchange rate
depreciation rate. The constructed MII shows two spikes at 1998 (MII=0.66) and 2008 (MII=0.59), which
correspond to the Asian Financial Crisis and US Subprime Mortgage Crisis respectively, that had resulted in
negative growth rate for GDP of Malaysia in 1999 and 2010. Results obtained from further analysis by the
ARDL technique show that MII has negative and significance effects on economic performance. Moreover, it is
found that MII has predictive power against economic performance as early as two periods ahead.
The constructed MII could serve as end-product for policy purposes or intermediate-product for other economic
and finance studies. The potential users of this new index include governments, exporters, foreign direct
investors, international firms, corporations, bankers, fund managers, stock market and foreign exchange markets
participants.
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